A quick overview of the latest guidance and evidence on current issues such as smoking, sexual health, health inequalities, mental health, obesity, substance abuse, women’s health – in fact anything that you ask for!

If you have a topic suggestion, please email it to Rachel Posaner. Previous searches can be found at: http://bit.ly/1H6QO0k
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Household Food Security in the UK: A Review of Food Aid (Feb. 2014)
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The right to food
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Food poverty in the UK
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UK foodbank use still at record levels as hunger remains major concern for low income families

UK Foodbank Map

Trussell Trust responds to the Communities, Equality and Local Government Committee Inquiry into Poverty In Wales

‘FEEDING BRITAIN’ REPORT COULD TURN THE TIDE ON UK HUNGER SAYS THE TRUSSELL TRUST
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Hungry for change. The final report of Fabian Commission on Food and Poverty (Oct. 2015)

A recipe for inequality (interim report, March 2015)

Understanding food and poverty
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Correlates of food choice in unemployed young people: The role of demographic factors, self-efficacy, food involvement, food poverty and physical activity
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We need to concentrate on ending poverty – not just reducing food bank use

Austerity in the UK - Food bank queues highlight impact of rising bills

Poverty and the cost of living

The Conversation

How to end Britain’s destructive addiction to food banks

How Osborne’s new cuts breach the UK’s human rights obligations

Britain must provide enough food for the people – and that’s the law

Here’s a better alternative to food banks – subsidised national kitchens

The only way to tackle food poverty and health inequality is to be more radical

Poor diet is the result of poverty not lack of education

A living wage – not food aid – is answer to issue of food poverty

Britain must provide enough food for the people – and that’s the law

In the news

When You Run a Foodbank, Our Food Poverty Crisis Becomes All More Real (Huffington Post, Nov. 2015)

The ‘social supermarket’: 25p store helps tackle food poverty (Telegraph, Oct. 2015)

Food banks have become a lifeline for many, but where is the way out? (Guardian, Oct. 2015)

One in five UK households dump a loaf of bread in the bin, survey reveals (Guardian, Sept. 2015)

A good breakfast goes a long way towards tackling child hunger (Guardian, Aug. 2015)

Resilient cities: In Nottingham, one woman is fighting food poverty with 'social eating' (Guardian, Feb. 2015)

Food prices 12% higher on average in real terms than in 2007 (Guardian, Dec. 2014)

Food poverty: Experts issue malnutrition health
Food poverty now bigger public health concern than diet – expert claims (Guardian, March 2013)

Liverpool Food Poverty Position Statement 2014